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0. Introdarction 
In a category S, with finite limits, a morphism X f_ I may be viewed as an 
internally I-indexed family of objects of ‘S. This point of view facilitates many 
“set-like” constructions within S. If S does not have finite limits one is led to 
consider completions of S, in particular the free Unite limit completion. Here, by 
“free” we mean a relaxed notion that takes into account the 2-dimensional 
structure of cat. In this paper we. study free colimits simply to avoid variance 
complications and to make easier our extensive reference to [3]. 
We study colimits of diagrams obtained from graphs rather than categories. This 
is a technical simplification which eliminates the construction of free categories on 
graphs in Section 2. It is natural in this context since the category structure of A* 
uses only graph properties of I, and the connected components functor cat A set 
factors over the category of graphs. In Section 1 we collect those results of [3] which 
we require later and observe that they are valid for graph diagrams. 
The main result, which we prove in Section 2 may be stated: For a “stable” 
category of graphs, gphO, the free gphO colimit completion of a category A is the full 
subcategory of setA- determined by gphO colimits of representables. In particular 
the: category of finite graphs is stable and free unite colimits may be obtained in this 
way. In Section 3 we use the methods of the previous section to construct free 
categories with coequ alizers. 
Free colimits are treated extensively in [1], however, the methods presented 
there are not immediately applicable to completions with respect to classes of 
finitary diagrams. It seems that the use of connected components and graphs can, in 
practice, provide simpler, more combinatoric descriptions. 
I would like to thank Professor Pare for discussions on this paper. 
1. Preliminaries 
In what follows a smull graph is a diagram of the form E *+ V’ in set, the 
category of small sets. The categories of small graphs and snail categories are 
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denoted by gph and cat respectively. Extending the 
categories, we write 111 for V. 
familiar notation for small 
For A in cat and arbitrary full subcategories gpha- gph, cato- cat, we abuse 
the comma category notation slightly and write gpho/A, catO,‘A to denote the 
categories whose objects are gphO, cab respectively, diagrams in A. Explicitly, if 
cat u gph denotes the forgetful functor, a morphism in gphO/A is a commutative 
triangle 
in gph with F in gph, l # 
The functor cat,-JA - -+I vW’~, which associates to a diagram Xa A, the 
4 
\ 
/ 
J !P 
AU 
functor - /@ whose qa’iue at A E IA/ is the comma category A /@, generalizes in 
the obvious way to ?+ functor gphO/A -lo pgph*? For any graph I: E 57 V the 
coequalizer of the paIir (s, t) defines a functor gph a set, connected components, as 
for cat. 
Proposition 1.1. 
c&/A 
If there exist functors SO and UO such that both triangles 
Ii 
catA” 
il 
gPhAq 
commute up to isomophism, then A 
dim its. 
has cat0 colimits if and only if A has gpho 
roof. Let A have cat0 colimits and @ E IgphJAI. From a slight generalization of 
Theorex 3.2 in [3] we have (- /@)qO = (- /@S,,)W~ implies @ lim s @SO lim. The 
notation “ = ” l zridicates that the left side exists if and only if the riGt side ex<ts and 
when either is ;fit case they are isomorphic. Similarly, apply UO for the 
converse. 
In practice the pair c is the subdivision category [2], is 
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K.) S and U extend to cat/h + gpb/A, where (I ‘n_ ar LJ) @S is given by 
I@-% JQ& Jab. One easily verifies that the following diagram commutes up to 
isomorphism: 
(*) 
5 
cat/A ’ -w f!!PhlA 
\ 
u 
-a -iu 
S A- J 
catAdp =, gphA’ 
If cat,, denotes the full subcategory of cat determined by categories 
with card(M) C n an infinite cardinal, and if gph, is similarly determined by those I 
with card(E) < n and card(V) < n; on noting that S and i!J restrict 
cat,/A w gpWA 
1 1 
cat/A + gph/A 
one has: 
Corollary 1.2. A has cat” colimits if and only if A has gph, colimits. 
The functor M: cat/A2 catA” 
A- 
L setAG’has a right adjoint I@, [3]. The “same 
formula” defines a right adjoint fi to N: gph/A s gphAq-z set”““. Explicitly, no 
is left adjoint to the functor set +gph which assigns to a set X the graph X*2 X, 
and the “Grothendieck construction”, F w (FxA ), provides a right adjoint to 
- 10. In the above, FE is the graph whose vertices are pairs (A, a) wh 
and a E IAFl; an edge (A, a) ‘s (B, b) consists of a morphism A L 
an edge a -k (b)fF of AF. P is the projection diagram which forgets 
and B. 
= UN; IL&J = 13; and the co-unit AOP is an isomorphism since that 
for 
# 
(U/ 
I -I&i: 
76 
cptl is an object of gph/Y/( - /@)no, and hence - l@q is defined 
Pr0posMon 1.3. (- l*q)~~ = 1, where AoP -k set is the functor with constant 
value 1. 
Proof, A direct c&culation is easy, however, knowing the result for the unit of 
M i & [3] and obscf?rving that qS = Sr), the proposition follows immediately from 
diagram (*) with A = U/( - /@)no. l 
Given a morphi:m @N -;*YN(=(-~~)12o~(-/rY)~~) in setA*, e 
commutes by naturality since @V = (NE)? 
Remark 1.4. Jsing Proposition 1.3 we conclude that to any (- /a)~& 
(- /Y)?rO we may associate a diagram: 
A 
with 69 E jcat/Af and (- /Q?rO= 1, such that AN(rN)-* = T, for we may take 
r = Yq above. 
2. Free eolimits 
To any graph I: E -2; V we may associate a new graph ‘i: I!? 2 V where (g i) 
is the kernel pair of the &equalizer of (s, t ). This defines a triple ( = ) on gph. We 
define FPn, to be the full subcategory ofthe Kleisli category [2] for (= ) determi.ned 
by the objects of gphO. 
gphO is stable if for every and every diagram 
defined below is in g has as vertices all pairs (D, I) where 
. 
I , 
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DE1831 and IElDA), andedges: (D,Z) (D.a)_ (D, .Z) where Z 2 .Z is an edge in 
DA, (D, I)% (D’, I’) where D 2 D’ is an edge in D and Z(sd ) = I’. . 
For each D E IDI there is a morphism of graphs DA -% A I] given by 
(I,e* J) t+ ((D, I)-= (0, J)). 
Henceforth, assume that IO: @S(O) E IgphOl. Define A to be the full subcategory 
of set”* determined by the functors (- /@)nO where a0 E /gpho/A 1. Letting b* A 
denote the diagram determined by A E IA I, we have full embeddings: _ 
where AH=(-/W)m=[-,A]. 
Theorem 2.2. If gpha is stable then A has all gphO colimits. 
Proof. Let DA A be a diagram in A where D E 1 gphO 1. By definition of A we can 
write 
(DP-,D’)w((-/DY)&+/D’Y)m,) 
and the latter, by Remark 1.4, is induced by a diagram of the form: . 
(DY)on’-B,d- (D’Y)o 
*\ l@uu/y 
A 
where (- /rb)m,= 1. That is, for B G I I& I, B /lYs is non-empty and connected. 
Hence, for each D 8 D’ in D and each Z E I(DY)oI we may choose a vertex 
Z(sd) of (D’Y)o and a morphism IAs A (Z(6d j)&. If IA J is an edge in 
(DY)o, the existence of a “connection” 
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0 
sho,ws that for e;leh 8 in D the choices made determine a morphism of graphs 
(DY),,s(D’y)o and hence we have a diagram DA so. Construct A x, in gpho 
by hypothesis, and define A z&A by: 
(D, I)= (D, J)) I+ (I(DY)= J(DY)), 
((D, 1)s (D’, I(sd))) c, (l&(B,U)~ I(sd)rb(W.Y)). Then, (- li$rO is a 
colimit of Y. We have ’ 
for all D E /I?/ and hence (( - /DY)m-,-, (- /P)lr o ) DElq. To see that this is actually 
a limiting co. cone ob=awe that the choices made in the construction provide an 
explicit desctliption of the (- /DY)no* (- /D’Y)no: 
[A . & (I)DY]$=+ [A 2 (I)DY = (I(sd))D’Y)] 
where the square brackets denote “equivalence class of”. A direct verification of 
the claim is ntj>w immediate. 
Theorem 2.3. If gpho is stable then A is the free gpho co&nit completion of A. 
Proof. Let C be any category with gpho colimits and A A C any functor. Direct 
calculation shows that for all I z A, ( - /Qj)vo = (@y)l% = (GVf)l$. Moreover, 
any [-,A] A(-/@)lro factors as [-,A]%[-,I@]-!&-/@)w~ for some 
I E 111 where the second morphism is an injection into the colimit. The factoriza- 
tion is not unique, however, any two factorizations are “connected”, and ZF = 
xF(Ij), where I@F -% (@F)l/ is an injection, is well defined. Hence, there exists 
a gpho colimit preserving functor, F, unique up to isomorphism, such that 
AF-C 
commutes. 
For n a regular infinite cardinal, ,, as defined earlier is stable, hence, the free 
n colimit completion of 
colimits of representables. 
is nhe full subcategory of s *Op determined by 
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Remark 2.4. If A is only locally small (for every pair of objects A, A ’ cz IA I, 
[A, A ‘1 E lset I), Theorem 2.3 remains valid for small glphO if we define A by: 
1 A I= lgpho/A 1, [ @, Y] = [I@, JY]lin~ 1% for I A A, J ‘y., A. When A is small this 
J 1 
agrees wgth the previous description, up to equivalence. 
3. Applications 
As further examples of stable gphD we mention; all graphs, discrete graphs, 
connected graphs, and graphs with one vertex, 
For the remainder of the paper we assume ;hat gph; is small and A and C are 
locally small. Let gphO now denote a small, stable, full subcategory of gph 
containing gph& (There is a minimal such gphe but we make no use of it here.) If for 
any category C, C has gphh colimits implies C has gpho colimits, then the free gphO 
colimit completion of A is also the free gph; colimit completion of A. 
Let gphk be determined by the graphs (denoted graphically) {. , . 2 . }. Define gpbO 
to consist of those finite graphs I, with vertices labelled n, . . ., 2,1; n S, 1, such that: 
1) i&j in I implies i>j. 
2) For all i E III, i > 1, there exists a chain: 
Lemma 3.1. If C has gph; colimits (coequalizers) then C has gph,, colimits. 
Proof. An induction on the number of vertices of objects of gpho shows this to be 
true. H 
Theorem 3.2. gphO is stable and hence, i# A is constructed from it as above, A is the 
free category with coequalken on A. 
Proof. For any D-G&&-,, DE lgph& Ax is clearly finite. If D has vertices 
labelled n, . . ., 1 and iA has vertices ni, . . ., 1, then by ordering the vertices, (i, j), of 
A c lexicographically, with preference given to the first component, condition 1) is 
met. If (i, j) is any vertex, then either i = 1 or there is a path i = 
. 
I~+$+ im + *-**iI = 1 in D. In the first case 2) is met immediately and in the 
second we have a path (i, j) = (i,,,+l, jm+1)4 (i,, j,,J-+ l a l 3 (1, jl), where jk = 
jktl(ekA), which reduces the problem to the first case. 
We remark that the notion of “stable” is somewhat coarse in that a category 
h colimits yet fail to have o colimits for any stable 
., . _, . }. Then any category has 
o and (commutativity being undefined) such colimits are non- 
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trivial. A deeper analysis of this subject shoutd perhaps involve “graphs with 
commutativity .relations” and a more subtle definition of A c (Section 2). 
.’ 
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